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Abstrat. The auray of the k-nearest neighbor algorithm depends

on the distane funtion used to measure similarity between instanes.

Methods have been proposed in the literature to learn a good distane

funtion from a labelled training set. One suh method is the large margin

nearest neighbor lassi�er that learns a global Mahalanobis distane. We

propose a mixture of suh lassi�ers where a gating funtion divides

the input spae into regions and a separate distane funtion is learned

in eah region in a lower dimensional manifold. We show that suh an

extension improves auray and allows visualization.

Keywords: Nearest Neighbor Classi�er, Margin Loss, Distane Learn-

ing

1 Introdution

Nonparametri, memory-based methods, suh as the k-nearest neighbor las-

si�er, interpolates from past similar ases. This requires a good distane (or

inversely, similarity) measure to determine the relevant subset of the training

set. Given two d-dimensional instanes xi,xj ∈ ℜd
, the Eulidean distane, or

its square, is the best known:

DE(xi,xj) = ‖xi − xj‖
2
2 = (xi − xj)

⊤(xi − xj)

The Eulidean distane assumes that all features have the same variane

and that they are unorrelated. If this is not the ase and there is a ovariane

struture as given by a ovariane matrix S, one should use the Mahalanobis

distane:

DM = (xi − xj)
⊤
M(xi − xj)

where M ≡ S
−1
. The Eulidean distane is a speial ase where M = S = I, the

identity matrix.

M is a d× d symmetri, positive semi-de�nite matrix and when d is large,

not all features may be informative and/or there may be strong orrelations



between features, and one may want to do dimensionality redution by a low-

rank approximation. Any symmetri Mahalanobis matrix an be fatorized as

M = L
⊤
L, where L is an e× d projetion matrix and e ≤ d:

DM(xi,xj) = (xi − xj)
⊤
M(xi − xj) = (xi − xj)

⊤
L
⊤
L(xi − xj)

= (L(xi − xj))
⊤
L(xi − xj) = (Lxi − Lxj)

⊤(Lxi − Lxj)

= ‖zi − zj‖
2
2 = DE(zi, zj)

= DL(xi,xj) (1)

That is, using suh a low-rank (e < d) approximation is equivalent to pro-

jeting the data to this new e-dimensional spae as, zi = Lxi, zi ∈ ℜe
and using

Eulidean distane there.

In a high dimensional problem, di�erent regions of the input spae may ex-

hibit di�erent dependenies and varianes and hene, instead of a single, global

metri, it may be more appropriate to use di�erent metris in di�erent regions.

Besides, beause regions have loal strutures, dimensionality an be further

dereased. In this study, we propose a framework where the input spae is par-

titioned into regions and di�erent projetion matries are learnt in di�erent

regions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We give a brief literature

survey of related work in Setion 2, and among these, the losest to our work are

the Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) algorithm�that learns M�and

Large Margin Component Analysis (LMCA) algorithm�that learns L�whih

are disussed in more detail Setion 3. Our proposed extension of mixtures of

LMNN�that learns multiple Mm or Lm in di�erent parts of the input spae�is

given in Setion 4. We disuss our experimental results in Setion 5 and onlude

in Setion 6.

2 Related Work

In the literature, many methods have been proposed to train a Mahalanobis

matrix M or a projetion matrix L. Some methods train multiple Mahalanobis

or projetion matries, whih an be per-lass or per-exemplar. Below, hrono-

logially we give a brief summary of some methods.

One of the �rst distane metri learning algorithm is given by Xing et al.

in [1℄ who de�ne a onvex optimization problem to �nd a Mahalanobis matrix.

The instanes in the data set form two disjoint subsets of similar and dissimilar

pairs and a Mahalanobis matrix is trained suh that the distane between similar

points is minimized while the dissimilar points are at least 1 unit way from eah

other.

Neighborhood Components Analysis (NCA) is a stohasti gradient-based

algorithm to �nd a linear projetion matrix that minimizes the leave-one-out

lassi�ation error of the nearest neighbor lassi�er in the new spae (see [2℄). A

di�erentiable objetive funtion is de�ned on the soft neighbor assignments in



the linearly projeted spae. The projetion matrix an be also used for dimen-

sionality redution. Slakhutdinov and Hinton extend NCA to embed a nonlinear

projetion in [3℄, where a multilayer neural network is trained for this purpose.

Frome et al. in [4℄ propose a method to train a weight vetor for eah image

to alulate the global distane between images using the feature vetor whih

is a onatenation of loal path distanes between the images. A large margin

lassi�er is trained over the loal distane feature vetors in a onvex program-

ming problem. Sine the trained distanes are not guaranteed to be ompatible,

a logisti model is trained over them to estimate posterior probabilities. They

are ranked and the query image is assigned to the lass of the image with the

highest rank. In [5℄, they improve the algorithm by training a globally onsis-

tent loal distane funtions suh that no seond-level lassi�er is required to

be trained. They rede�ne the problem using a onvex optimization formulation.

Sine all the weight vetors are trained together, the �nal distane estimates are

ompatible with eah other.

Chang and Yeung in [6℄ train an a�ne funtion per instane that provides

smooth transitions between instanes. A variant of regularized moving least

squares is applied in a semi-supervised setting. Although the objetive fun-

tion has a losed-form solution, it beomes intratable for data sets with many

instanes and an approximation algorithm is given.

Davis et al. in [7℄ study metri learning from an information-theoreti point

of view. They de�ne the optimal Gaussian distribution whose ovariane ma-

trix satis�es the distane onstraints de�ned on the instane pairs; the distane

between instane pairs belonging to the same lass must be smaller than a pre-

determined threshold and the instane pairs from di�erent lasses must be away

from eah other by at least a spei�ed distane. Then, the problem is onverted

into a LogDet (logarithm of determinant) optimization problem that is onvex.

The Large Margin Nearest Neighbor algorithm (LMNN) (see [8℄ and [9℄)

de�nes a semi-de�nite programming problem over the squared Mahalanobis dis-

tanes of target and impostor sets�the impostors are the losest instanes with

di�erent lass labels and targets are the losest instanes with the same label.

Distanes to the target neighbors are minimized while the distanes to impostors

are penalized if they are within a margin, whih is a safe distane away from

the furthest target neighbor. This is a onvex programming instane and hene

has a unique solution. A multiple metris version of LMNN where a metri is

trained for eah lass is also studied in [9℄.

Large Margin Component Analysis (LMCA) in [10℄ is a variant of LMNN and

�nds a lower dimensional retangular projetion matrix L instead of a square Ma-

halanobis matrix M (see Eq.1). Both methods share the same objetive funtion

but sine LMCA de�nes the squared distane in terms of the projetion matrix,

this is no longer a onvex optimization problem and LMCA onverges to a lo-

al optimum. Our proposed method is an extension of LMNN and LMCA, and

these methods will be disussed in more detail in Setion 3, before we disuss

our method in Setion 4.



Malisiewiz and Efros in [11℄ fous on training per-exemplar metri for image

retrieval. They also work on the onatenated vetor of segment distanes. Their

algorithm onsists of two parts. Sequentially, they train metris per-exemplar

given the nearest neighbors and then they re-assign the nearest neighbors given

the trained metris. They speify a margin on the trained distane funtion val-

ues as used in support vetor mahines (SVM). The neighbors that are away less

than one unit distane are alled the support set and the preision of lassi�a-

tion result is determined by this support set.

Zhan et al. in [12℄ propose to learn instane-spei� distanes by using metri

propagation. A smooth funtion (suh as a Gaussian kernel) is propagated be-

tween the labelled and unlabelled instanes. A regularized loss funtion is de�ned

suh that the distanes between instanes of the same label are minimized with

respet to the given neighborhood relationships; the distane funtion trained

using labeled instanes an then be used for unlabeled instanes. The proposed

framework is formulated as a onvex problem.

Chen and Sun in [13℄ propose a hierarhial LMNN algorithm. Overlapping

ratio is de�ned to measure the onfusion between lasses and if this ratio is

above a threshold, overlapping lasses are grouped in the same luster. The

hierarhy desribes how to map a test instane to a luster. A Mahalanobis

matrix is trained for eah luster and a given test instane is lassi�ed by using

its luster's metri matrix.

Noh et al. in [14℄, aim reduing the expetation error that the nearest neigh-

bor has a di�erent label. They show that if the distributions of the two lasses

are known, the di�erene between the empirial nearest neighbor error and the

optimal nearest neighbor error based on asymptoti Bayes error is aused by

�nite sampling. They propose Generative Loal Metri Learning whih de�nes

a onvex problem if the divergene funtion used is also onvex.

Chang in [15℄ proposes an iterative metri boosting method. An upper bound

funtion on the leave-one-out error for the nearest neighbor lassi�ation is de-

�ned and is minimized. The mislassi�ed instanes are weighted and the Maha-

lanobis matrix is optimized with respet to these weights. An eigenvalue problem

is solved to �nd the Mahalanobis matrix.

Bunte et al. in [16℄ propose Limited Rank Matrix Learning whih is a reent

algorithm that extends Learning Vetor Quantization. It learns lass prototypes

and a low-rank projetion matrix at the same time, iteratively. The projetion

matrix is trained to be disriminative by optimizing a ost funtion that maps

instanes lose to their lass prototypes and away from the other lass prototypes,

using a riterion similar to that of Linear Disriminant Analysis.

Wang et al., in [17℄, propose to ombine multiple metri matries to form

per-exemplar loal metris. The algorithm onsists of two steps. First, a weight

matrix is trained suh that eah data point an be expressed as a linear ombina-

tion of pre-de�ned anhor points. The luster means are de�ned as the anhors

and any lustering algorithm an be used for de�ning the anhors, i.e., k-means.

Then, a metri learning algorithm, a modi�ed version of Multiple-metri LMNN,

is used to train a metri for eah anhor point. The per-exemplar loal metris



are ombinations of these anhor metris whose weights are determined by the

weight matrix.

The Bregman distane funtions are trained in a SVM-like manner in [18℄.

Sine the general Bregman distanes are not metris, the authors work with a

partiular set of onvex Bregman funtions to ensure that they train a metri.

Kernelizing the Bregman distanes, they solve a quadrati problem.

Table 1. The overall summary of distane metri learning methods

Method Convexity Type of Metri Distane

Xing et al. [1℄ Yes Single Mahalanobis

Golberger et al. [2℄ No Single Projetion

Salakhutdinov and Hinton [3℄ No Single Nonlinear Projetion

Frome et al. [4℄ Partial Per-Exemplar Weight Vetor

Frome et al. [5℄ Yes Per-Exemplar Weight Vetor

Chang and Yeung [6℄ Yes Per-Exemplar Mahalanobis

Davis et al. [7℄ Yes Single Mahalanobis

Weinberger and Saul [8℄ Yes Single Mahalanobis

Weinberger and Saul [9℄ Yes Per-Class Mahalanobis

Torresani and Lee [10℄ No Single Projetion

Malisiewiz and Efros [11℄ Partial Per-Exemplar Weight Vetor

Zhan et al. [12℄ Yes Per-Exemplar Weight Vetor

Chen and Sun [13℄ Partial Per-Cluster Mahalanobis

Noh et al. [14℄ Yes Single Mahalanobis

Chang [15℄ Partial Single Mahalanobis

Bunte et al. [16℄ No

Per-Class Vetor

Single Projetion

Wang et al. [17℄ Partial Multiple Mahalanobis

Wu et al. [18℄ Yes Per-Exemplar Mahalanobis

The methods are summarized in Table 1. Note that partial onvexity means

that the algorithm onsists of some sub-problems or steps and that not all of

them are onvex.

3 Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) and Large

Margin Component Analysis (LMCA) Algorithms

The Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) trains a global Mahalanobis ma-

trix that evaluates distanes disriminatively (see [9℄ and [8℄). Let us de�ne our

data set as pairs (xi, yi), where xi is the input instane vetor and yi is the orre-

sponding label. The notation j  i (j leads to i) means xj is a target neighbor of

xi. A target is a neighbor with the same (orret) lass label whereas an impostor

is a neighbor with di�erent (wrong) lass label. For aurate nearest neighbor

lassi�ation, targets must be loser than the impostors.



Using the label information, a Mahalanobis matrix M an be trained to

minimize (1− µ)
∑

i,j i

(xi − xj)
⊤
M(xi − xj) + µ

∑

i,j i,l

(1− yil)ξijl

subjet to (xi − xl)
⊤
M(xi − xl)− (xi − xj)

⊤
M(xi − xj) ≥ 1− ξijl

ξijl ≥ 0

M � 0 (2)

where yil = 1 if yi = yl, whih are the labels of xi and xl, and yil = 0 otherwise.
The �rst term is the sum of distanes of eah instane to its target neighbors

whih we want to be minimum and the seond term penalizes lose impostors:

For any instane i where l is an impostor and j is a target, we would like the

distane to the impostor be at least one unit more than the distane to a target.

If this is not satis�ed, there is a slak and we minimize the sum of suh slaks.

Equation 2 de�nes a positive semi-de�nite programming problem and there is

a unique minimum. After some manipulations, the loss funtion an be rewritten

as:

E = (1− µ)
∑

i,j i

trae(MCij)

+µ
∑

i,j i,l

(1− yil) [1 + trae(MCij)− trae(MCil)]+ (3)

where [a]+ is the hinge loss whih is a when a > 0 and is 0 otherwise. The

di�erene matrix, Cij , is de�ned as Cij = (xi − xj)(xi − xj)
⊤
. Though other

solving methods suh as alternating projetion algorithms an also be used here,

using iterative gradient desent is simple and the global solution an still be

reahed [8℄. The gradient is:

∂E

∂M
= (1− µ)

∑

i,j i

Cij + µ
∑

(i,j,l)

(Cij −Cil) (4)

where (i, j, l) means ative triples (that ativate the hinge loss) in the urrent

gradient update (the impostors an vary in eah update).

As we disussed in Equation 1, the metri matrix learned an be fatorized as

M = L
⊤
L, where L is the projetion matrix. Large margin omponent analysis

(LMCA) in [10℄ is a variant of LMNN whih uses this idea. It fouses on �nding

a lower dimensional retangular projetion matrix instead of a full square Maha-

lanobis matrix. LMCA also minimizes Equation 3, but when de�ned in terms of

L, this is no longer a onvex optimization problem and gradient-desent is used.

At eah iteration, the projetion matrix is updated in the negative diretion of

the gradient:

∂E

∂L
= 2(1− µ)L

∑

i,j i

Cij + 2µL
∑

(i,j,l)

(Cij −Cil) (5)



4 Mixtures of Large Margin Nearest Neighbor Classi�ers

LMNN uses the a single, global M and LMCA uses a single, global L over the

whole input spae. It may be the ase that a data set has multiple loally varying

distributions�features may have di�erent varianes and di�erent orrelations in

di�erent parts of the input spae, de�ning multiple loal manifolds. Our idea

is to divide up the input spae into loal regions using a gating funtion and

learn di�erent metris in di�erent regions; we hene de�ne a mixture of LMNNs.

In doing this, we are inspired by the Mixture of Experts neural network model

of Jaobs et al. in [19℄. Previously, Gönen and Alpayd�n in [20℄ used the same

idea in multiple kernel learning where they write a kernel as a weighted sum of

loalized kernels.

The gating funtion that de�nes the region of expertise of a loal metri an

be ooperative or ompetitive, whih is implemented respetively by the sigmoid

or softmax funtion (P is the number of regions):

Cooperative: ηm(xi|wm) =
1

1 + exp(−w⊤
mxi − wm0)

(6)

Competitive: ηm(xi|wm) =
exp(w⊤

mxi + wm0)
∑P

h=1 exp(w
⊤

h xi + wh0)
(7)

Loal model m beomes ative if ηm(xi) > 0 and we say that xi belongs to

region m. The softmax funtion is ompetitive beause it enfores a soft winner-

take-all mehanism and for any input, we expet a single ative loal metri and

the gating model works as a seletor (

∑

m ηm(xi) = 1). The sigmoid funtion

is ooperative beause there an be more than one ative loal metri and the

model takes a weighted sum (

∑

m ηm(xi) need not be 1).

In eah loal region, using a full M may lead to over�tting and to regularize,

we learn a loal lower rank L in eah: When x hooses loal model m, Lm is the

loal projetion used. The loalized projetion of xi into region m is

zi,m = ηm(xi|wm)Lmxi

The total distane between a pair (xi,xj) is alulated as the sum of the loal

distanes:

Dtotal(xi,xj) =

P
∑

m=1

DLm
(xi,xj)

where DLm
(xi,xj) is the loal distane in region m:

DLm
(xi,xj) =‖zi,m − zj,m‖22

=‖ηm(xi|wm)Lmxi − ηm(xj |wm)Lmxj‖
2
2

=‖Lm(ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj)‖
2
2

= [ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj ]
⊤
L
⊤

m

Lm [ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj ] (8)



Hene, the total distane is a weighted ombination of loal distanes and the

ontribution of loal projetions are determined by ηm(xi). Thus, it is possible
that multiple metris are ative, partiularly in the ooperative setting.

The model parameters are the loalized projetion matries Lm and the

gating parameters wm. We use the same formulation of LMNN in Equation 2

by using Dtotal instead of the Mahalanobis distane (xi − xj)
⊤
M(xi − xj):

minimize (1− µ)
∑

i,j i

Dtotal(xi,xj) + µ
∑

i,j i,l

(1− yil)ξijl

subjet to Dtotal(xi,xl)−Dtotal(xi,xj) ≥ 1− ξijl

ξijl ≥ 0 (9)

Let us rewrite the loss funtion:

E(η) = (1− µ)
∑

i,j i

P
∑

m=1

trae(L⊤

mLmC
(m)
ij (η)) + µ

∑

i,j i,l

(1− yil) [1 + ζijl]+

(10)

where

ζijl =

P
∑

m=1

(

trae(L⊤

mLmC
(m)
ij (η)) − trae(L⊤

mLmC
(m)
il (η))

)

We an use the same trik and rewrite the gated loss funtion in terms of

di�erene matries. C
(m)
ij (η) is de�ned over the gated projetions of xi and xj

in region m:

C
(m)
ij (η) = [ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj ] [ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj ]

⊤

When we use a gating funtion, the problem is not onvex anymore and we

use gradient desent. The derivative of the loss funtion with respet to the loal

projetion matrix Lm an then be derived:

∂E(η)

∂Lm

= 2(1− µ)Lm

∑

i,j i

C
(m)
ij (η) + 2µLm

∑

(i,j,l)

(C
(m)
ij (η)−C

(m)
il (η)) (11)

The derivative of objetive funtion with respet to the gating parameters

depends on the funtion used:

∂E(η)

∂wh,k

= 2(1− µ)
∑

i,j i

∂Dtotal(xi,xj)

∂wh,k

+µ
∑

(i,j,l)

(1− yil)

(

∂Dtotal(xi,xj)

∂wh,k

−
∂Dtotal(xi,xl)

∂wh,k

)

(12)



Algorithm 1 Training a Mixture of Large Margin Nearest Neighbor Classi�ers

1: Initialize wm,k and wm,0 to small random numbers.

2: Initialize Lm matries to the PCA projetion matrix of the whole data.

3: repeat

4: repeat

5: Calulate D(xi, xj) and �nd target neighbors and impostors.

6: w
(t+1)
m,k ← w

(t)
m,k − γ(t) ∂E(η)

∂wm,k

7: until onvergene of gating parameters

8: repeat

9: Calulate D(xi, xj) and �nd target neighbors and impostors.

10: L
(t+1)
m ← L

(t)
m − γ(t) ∂E(η)

∂Lm

11: until onvergene of loal projetions

12: until onvergene

We an apply the hain rule to get the derivative of the total distane:

∂Dtotal(xi,xj)

∂wh,k

=

P
∑

m=1

2

[

xi

∂ηm(xi|wm)

∂wh,k

− xj

∂ηm(xj |wm)

∂wh,k

]⊤

L
⊤

mLm [ηm(xi|wm)xi − ηm(xj |wm)xj ] (13)

If the sigmoid gating is used, the derivatives are (xi,0 ≡ 1):

∂ηm(xi|wm)

∂wh,k

= δmh (1− ηm(xi|wm)) ηm(xi|wm)xi,k, k = 0, 1, . . . , d (14)

For the softmax gating, we have (xi,0 ≡ 1):

∂ηm(xi|wm)

∂wh,k

= (δmh − ηh(xi|wh)) ηm(xi|wm)xi,k, k = 0, 1, . . . , d (15)

where δmh, is 1 if m = h and it is 0 otherwise.

The pseudo-ode for the Mixture of LMNN (MoLMNN) is given in Algorithm

1. To have a meaningful starting projetion diretion we initialize the loal pro-

jetions Lm by using Prinipal Components Analysis (PCA) on the training

data. At eah iteration, we �rst apply gradient-desent to update the gating

parameters, and then, using the trained gating model, the loal projetion ma-

tries are updated. We apply these steps, until both the gating model and the

projetion matries onverge or the lassi�ation result does not improve any

further. The learning rate, γ, is determined using linear searh at eah iteration.

5 Experiments and Results

We ompare sigmoid and softmax-gated MoLMNN with LMNN and LMCA on

21 data sets, that are publily available in [20, 21, 22, 23℄. In yeast, faults and

segment data sets, two lasses are used (nu vs yt, k_strath vs bumps, and



sky vs windows, respetively). In musk data set, only the real valued features

are used. The input data is z-normalized.

Our experimental methodology is as follows: Eah data set is split into two

subsets as one-third test data and two-thirds training and validation data. The

two-thirds part is used to reate ten training and validation folds using 5 × 2
ross-validation. The number of redued dimensions, namely e, is hosen among

the number of features that explain 90, 95 and 98 per ent of the variane;

LMNN, LMCA and MoLMNNs models with P = 1 up to 10 regions are trained

for k = 3, 5, 7 and 9 neighbors . We also try and hoose the best of sigmoid

and softmax gating. We do suh a four-dimensional, (k, e, P, sigmoid/softmax)
grid searh and hoose the ombination that has the highest average validation

auray�the other models are similarly trained and the best on�guration is

hosen for their parameter set. For the best setting, the orresponding model

is trained on the ten di�erent training folds and tested on the same left-out

one-third test set. These ten test results are reported and ompared with the

parametri 5 × 2 ross-validation paired F test [24℄. Table 2 shows the mean

and standard deviation of the test results for eah data set and the results of

signi�ane tests.

We see that on most data sets, a few regions (P ≤ 4) is enough. The number
of regions orrespond to the modalities of data with di�erent input distributions.

Inreasing the number of regions does not improve auray beyond a ertain

value. Note that even with a single region, MoLMNN may be more aurate

beause it reassigns impostors and targets at eah iteration while the other

algorithms �x them at initialization.

We also �nd that MoLMNN uses more neighbors when ompared with other

algorithms. We believe this to be an indiator that MoLMNN trains a more

suitable distane funtion whih plaes more of the target neighbors nearby.

Other algorithms use fewer nearest neighbors beause due to inaurate distane

approximation, their performane degrade if more neighbors are used. In terms

of sigmoid vs softmax gating, we do not notie one being always superior to the

other�eah has its use.

MoLMNN signi�antly outperforms both LMCA and LMNN on Arabidopsis,

Musk, Yeast and Sonar. It outperforms LMCA on Splie and LMNN on Yale.

LMCA gives higher auray results on Yale and Ionosphere data sets. Exept

Yeast, these data sets have more than 60 dimensions, whih shows that MoLMNN

an apture loal information to improve performane.

On the arabidopsis data set, we an visualize the data by reduing dimen-

sionality to two; this is a bioinformatis data set with 1, 000 dimensions. In Fig.

1(a), we see the plot using PCA; there we see that the data has signi�ant stru-

ture but that PCA annot apture the di�erene between the two lasses. In Fig.

1(b), we see the plot using LMCA and the learned disriminant using k = 3. In
Fig. 2, we see results with MoLMNN with two regions. Eah data point is plotted

in the region where its gating value is higher and the disriminants are plotted

separately in eah region with k = 3. We see that we get better disrimination

between the lasses this way. Though we have not heked for this appliation,



Table 2. The mean and standard deviation of test set auraies of MoLMNN, LMCA

and LMNN. The parameters of the best on�guration are given in parantheses, where

So is softmax and Si is sigmoid. Boldfae indiates that the method is signi�antly

better than the other two. In terms of pairwise omparisons (shown by `*'), on splie,

MoLMNN is more aurate than LMCA and on Ionosophere, LMCA is more aurate

than MoLMNN.

Data set MoLMNN (k,e,P,g) LMCA (k,e) LMNN (k,d)

Abalone 77.86 ± 1.01 (9,3,1,So) 78.21 ± 1.97 (9,3) 78.03 ± 1.33 (9,7)

Arabidopsis 81.89 ± 0.97 (9,473,1,Si) 77.21 ± 1.92 (5,390) 69.24 ± 2.17 (3,1000)

Australian 86.17 ± 1.42 (9,14,7,So) 85.83 ± 2.15 (5,14) 86.43 ± 1.08 (9,14)

Bupa 61.65 ± 4.27 (5,6,4,Si) 58.61 ± 2.79 (9,5) 59.57 ± 3.13 (9,6)

Ctg 89.73 ± 0.80 (9,16,2,So) 89.96 ± 0.62 (5,11) 89.83 ± 0.71 (5,21)

Faults 98.52 ± 0.58 (9,14,4,Si) 98.48 ± 0.25 (9,14) 98.56 ± 0.16 (9,27)

German Numeri 70.21 ± 2.27 (9,20,1,Si) 72.10 ± 2.84 (9,18) 72.01 ± 1.95 (9,24)

Heart 83.89 ± 4.10 (5,3,5,Si) 82.44 ± 4.38 (5,4) 85.22 ± 3.10 (7,13)

Ionosphere 81.54 ± 2.36 (9,17,3,Si) 83.25 ± 2.65* (3,27) 82.91 ± 2.88 (3,34)

Mg 83.58 ± 0.79 (9,5,1,So) 82.34 ± 0.61 (3,6) 82.34 ± 0.61 (3,6)

Musk 86.01 ± 2.66 (7,17,4,So) 80.82 ± 2.88 (5,28) 79.62 ± 4.00 (5,166)

Optdigits 96.98 ± 0.31 (9,51,3,Si) 97.26 ± 0.35 (3,41) 97.33 ± 0.35 (3,64)

Pendigits 97.33 ± 0.31 (5,11,2,So) 97.49 ± 0.15 (3,11) 97.31 ± 0.23 (5,16)

Pima 72.93 ± 0.96 (9,8,2,So) 73.32 ± 1.90 (9,8) 73.32 ± 1.90 (9,8)

Segment 99.95 ± 0.14 (7,8,9,Si) 100.00 ± 0.00 (7,8) 100.00 ± 0.00 (7,19)

Sonar 76.52 ± 3.60 (7,36,10,Si) 71.16 ± 3.01 (3,28) 68.55 ± 5.11 (3,60)

Splie 89.03 ± 0.71* (9,50,1,Si) 84.97 ± 0.83 (5,58) 85.81 ± 0.76 (9,60)

Transfusion 78.67 ± 1.13 (9,3,2,Si) 79.40 ± 1.34 (9,3) 79.36 ± 1.37 (9,5)

Wdb 94.97 ± 1.35 (9,14,4,So) 94.02 ± 2.23 (7,10) 94.29 ± 1.94 (3,30)

Yeast 60.57 ± 2.58 (9,6,6,Si) 59.39 ± 2.38 (5,6) 59.33 ± 2.52 (5,8)

Yale 93.51 ± 0.77 (3,196,3,Si) 94.90 ± 0.50 (3,88) 92.77 ± 0.56 (7,896)



where the gating boundary lies and the dimensions in eah region ould also

arry information.

We also hek the relationship between the number of regions and the number

of redued dimensions. Figure 3 shows how test auray hanges as we vary the

number of dimensions and the number of regions. This is for k = 9, but we see
similar behavior for other k. We see that it is more the number of regions that

a�et auray rather than the loal dimensionality; we also see that sigmoid

gating leads to more �utuating performane�regions may overlap and hene

may interfere more.
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Fig. 1. The 2d mappings of Arabidopsis data set with (a) PCA and (b) LMCA.
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Fig. 2. The 2d mappings of Arabidopsis data set with MoLMNN (softmax) with two
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Fig. 3. The e�ets of the number of regions and proportion of variane explained on

auray on validation dataset when k = 9.

6 Conlusions

In this study, we propose the Mixture of LMNN (MoLMNN) method whih

softly partitions the input spae and trains a separate projetion matrix in eah

region to best disriminate the data. The partitioning of the spae and the

training of the projetion matries are oupled. Our experiments on real data

sets show that ompared with LMNN and LMCA proper, the mixture approah

frequently performs better. Loalization of the data and reduing dimensionality

to two allows visualization. The boundary of the gating model and the projeted

dimensions ould arry information whih may help understand the data.
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